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AD 471: Second order moments for splice design
AD notes 243 and 244 were produced when BS 5950:1990 was current.
The present AD note provides an update for designers using BS EN 1993-1-1.
The same principles are followed as those set out in the approach in BS 5950.
The general advice on the design of splices in AD 243 is still relevant.
Splices in compression members designed in accordance with
BS EN 1993-1-8 sub-para. 6.2.7.1(15) that are not close to points of restraint
are subject to second order effects that must be taken into account. AD 470
identified these effects as the strut moment and, if design bending moments
are present in the member, such moments are amplified by the axial force.
The complete list of internal second order moments that may be present
in a splice connection is as follows:
1) The strut moments My,FB and Mz,FB due to the initial bow in the compression
member amplified by the axial force (FB denotes flexural buckling);
2) A minor-axis moment Mz,LTB produced by resisting lateral-torsional
buckling due to major axis moments (LTB denotes lateral torsional
buckling);
3) An additional major-axis moment My,Amp due to applied major-axis
moments amplified by the axial force;
4) An additional minor-axis moment Mz,Amp due to applied minor-axis
moments amplified by the axial force.
The second order moments listed above are assumed to vary as the
sine over the length between points of inflexion in the buckled shape (the
effective length). The maximum second order moment (at the mid-span of
an unrestrained segment) is calculated and adjusted to the appropriate value
at the splice location, positioned at a distance x along the length L between
points of inflexion.
The external design forces and moments are NEd, My,Ed and Mz,Ed(axial
force, major-axis bending and minor-axis bending, respectively) where the
bending moments are the applied moments at the splice position. The bending
moments used to determine the additional second order moments (items
3 and 4 above) are the maximum values of the applied moments about the
relevant axes in the unrestrained buckling segment being considered (where
the splice is located). The shape of the bending moment diagrams between
points of inflexion can be accounted for by considering equivalent uniform
moment factors.
Columns subjected to axial compression:
The second order effects described in Item 1 above need to be considered.
The strut moments My,FB and Mz,FB should be considered about each axis but
only about one axis at a time (the column cannot buckle about both axes at
the same time). The second order bending moments due to strut action at the
mid-span between points of inflexion can be calculated as follows:
Mi,FB,max = NEd · ePδ,i · γM1
where:
ePδ,i
is the bow imperfection accounting for the second-order effects
equal to:
ePδ,i = e0,i · kamp,i but ePδ,i ≥ L/200 if NEd ≥ 0.90 Nb,Rd,i
e0,i
is the initial bow imperfection about axis ‘i’ equal to:
W
e0,i = el,i · α ·(λ i – 0.20)
A
kamp,i

is the amplification factor equal to:

kamp,i =

Ncr,i
Ncr,i -NEd

Nb,Rd,i is the design flexural buckling resistance of the column according to 		
EN 1993-1-1 section 6.3.1 about axis ‘i’;
γM1
is the material partial factor for buckling resistance given by the 		
relevant EN 1993 part;
Wel,i is the elastic modulus of the cross-section about axis ‘i’;
A
is the cross-section area;
α
is the equivalent imperfection factor according to EN 1993-1-1 section
6.3.1.2 related to flexural buckling about axis ‘i’;
λi
is the non-dimensional slenderness according to EN 1993-1-1 section
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6.3.1.2 related to flexural buckling about axis ‘i’
is the elastic critical buckling load for flexural buckling (Euler load) 		
about axis ‘i’.
Note that the amplification factors kamp,i are equivalent to the Eurocode
presentation in equation 5.4. For an individual element, αcr = Ncr,i / NEd ,
meaning that:
Ncr,i

1
1
Ncr,i
=
=
1 - α1cr 1 - N 1/N Ncr,i -NEd
cr,i

Ed

Whilst the model described above can suitably address the phenomenon in
most cases, studies have shown that for columns with low slenderness loaded
close to their buckling capacity (NEd ≥ 0.90 Nb,Rd ), the second order effects
could be underestimated. The recommended minimum value of L/200 for the
bow imperfection accounting for the second-order effects (ePδ,i) ensures that
the model gives safe results for such cases.
The strut moment at the splice position between points of inflexion
(Mi,FB,sp) is given by:
x
Mi,FB,sp = sin π ·
· Mi,FB
L

( )

If second order effects in frames have been accounted for using equivalent
members (i.e. increasing the buckling lengths of columns) in accordance with
5.2.2(c), the moment at the splice location should be taken as Mi,FB .
The combined design actions to design the splice are:
1: NEd + My,FB,sp or 2: NEd + Mz,FB,sp

Unrestrained beams subjected to bending moments:
The second order effects described in Item 2 above need to be considered for
elements subjected to major axis moment. The second order moment due to
lateral-torsional buckling at the mid-span between points of inflexion can be
calculated as follows:
1
W
Mz,LTB,max = χ –1 · el,z · My,Ed,max · γ M1
LT
Wel,y

(

)

but Mz,LTB,max ≥ 6 · E · Iz if My,Ed,max ≥ 0.90 Mb,Rd
125 · L
where:
Wel,z
is the minor axis elastic modulus;
Wel,y
is the major axis elastic modulus;
My,Ed,max is the maximum major-axis design bending moment along the length
L between points of inflexion;
χLT
is the buckling reduction factor for the relevant buckling curve 		
according to EN 1993-1-1 section 6.3.2;
Mb,Rd
is the design lateral torsional buckling resistance according to 		
EN 1993-1-1 section 6.3.2;
Iz
is the second moment of area about the minor-axis z.
For cases where section EN 1993-1-1 sub-para. 6.3.2.3 (2) is applied, χLT,mod
may be used to evaluate Mz,LTB,max .
Studies have also shown that beams with low slenderness loaded close
to their buckling capacity (My,Ed,max ≥ 0.90 Mb,Rd ), the second order effects
could be underestimated. The recommended minimum second order
bending moment allows for a minimum out-of-plane bow at failure of L/200 ,
conveniently expressed as a minimum bending moment.
The second order moment at the splice position between points of
inflexion is given by:
x
Mz,FB,sp = sin π · · Mz,LTB,max
L

( )

The assessment of the location of the points of inflexion may not be
apparent to the designer and difficult to determine for some bending moment
diagram shapes. Therefore, the definition of the the second-order bending
moment at the splice location (from a distance x along the length L between
points of inflexion) can be challenging. As a simplification, designers may wish
to assume Mz,LTB,sp = Mz,LTB,max . For segments with a reasonably uniform bending
moment or for simply supported beams with uniformly distributed loads, the
problem is simplified and the equation above can be used.
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The combined design actions to design the splice are:
My,Ed + Mz,Ed + Mz,LTB,sp
Beam-columns subjected to axial compression and bending moments:
The second order effects described in Items 1 to 4 above need to be considered
for elements subjected to axial compression and bending. The additional
second order moments due to amplification of the applied moment about the
axis ‘i’ by the axial force are given by:
Mi,Amp,max = (kamp,i – 1) · Cmi · Mi,Ed,max
where:
Mi,Ed,max is the maximum design bending moment along the length L between
points of inflexion (about axis ‘i’);
Cmi
is the equivalent uniform moment factor, given by EN 1993-1-1 Table
B.3 about axis ‘i’ (Cmy or Cmz).
The second order moment at the splice position between points of inflexion
(Mi,Amp,sp) is given by:
x
Mi,Amp,sp = sin π ·
· Mi,Amp,max
L

( )

The combined design actions at the splice position are:
1: NEd + My,Ed + Mz,Ed + MyFB,sp + My,Amp,sp + Mz,Amp,sp + Mz,LTB,sp
1: NEd + My,Ed + Mz,Ed + MzFB,sp + My,Amp,sp + Mz,Amp,sp + Mz,LTB,sp

The splice should be verified for both combinations.
NEd
MEd
If
+
> 0.9 then:
Nb,Rd,i Mb,Rd
Mi,FB,sp should be calculated as if NEd > 0.9Nb,Rd,i as given above for columns, and
Mz,LTB,sp should be calculated as if MEd > 0.9 Mb,Rd as given above for
unrestrained beams.
Complementary information
Further detail and calculation examples are provided in References 1 and 2.
Details of the studies completed to establish the minimum values of ePδ,i and
Mz,LTB,max referred to will be described in an NSC paper to appear at a later date.
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AD 486: NSSS Annex J amendment
The Sustainability Specification for structural steelwork, which is the new
Annex J to the National Structural Steelwork Specification for Building
Construction (NSSS), comes into force on 1st June 2022.
Before Annex J goes ‘live’, BCSA has amended the first paragraph of clause
J.3.4.1 relating to fabrication waste management. The revised clause reads:
Where possible, the Steelwork Contractor should consider ordering
sections “cut to length” to minimise off-cuts either by the mill, the
Stockholder or the Steelwork Contractor. Alternatively, if stock lengths
are ordered, these should be used efficiently by the Steelwork Contractor

to minimise waste. Splice locations in steel members, where possible,
should be coordinated to fall within standard stock length sizes.
The intention is to not preferentially source sections via a particular route
rather to encourage suppliers and Steelwork Contractors to optimise section
lengths and to minimise off-cuts, for example using section nesting software.
Contact: Michael Sansom
Tel:
020 7747 8125
Email:
michael.sansom@steelconstruction.org

New and revised codes and standards
From BSI Updates May 2022
BS EN PUBLICATIONS

CORRIGENDA TO BRITISH STANDARDS

BS EN ISO 9712:2022
Non-destructive testing. Qualification and
certification of NDT personnel
supersedes BS EN ISO 9712:2012

BS EN ISO 2566-1:2021
Steel. Conversion of elongation values. Carbon and
low-alloy steels
Corrigendum, March 2022

BS EN 15942:2021
Sustainability of construction works. Environmental
product declarations. Communication format
business-to-business
supersedes BS EN 15942:2011

BS IMPLEMENTATIONS
BS ISO 7788:2021
Steel. Surface finish of hot-rolled plates and wide
flats. Delivery requirements
no current standard is superseded
BS ISO 22058:2022
Construction procurement. Guidance on strategy
and tactics
no current standard is superseded

NEW WORK STARTED
EN 1090-2:2018/A1
Execution of steel structures and aluminium
structures. Technical requirements for steel
structures
will supersede none

DRAFT BRITISH STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT – ADOPTIONS
22/30438666 DC
BS ISO 24084 Curtain walling. Inter-storey
displacement resistance. Test method
Comments for the above document were required by 23
May, 2022

22/30441531 DC
BS EN 12152 Curtain walling. Air permeability.
Performance requirements and classification
Comments for the above document were required by 24
May, 2022

ISO PUBLICATIONS
ISO 9016:2022
Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials.
Impact tests. Test specimen location, notch
orientation and examination
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard
ISO 20710-1:2022
Fire safety engineering. Active fire protection
systems. General principles
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard
ISO 22057:2022
Sustainability in buildings and civil engineering
works. Data templates for the use of environmental
product declarations (EPDs) for construction
products in building information modelling (BIM)
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard
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